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Abstract
Objective: Deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgeries commonly rely on brain atlases and microelectrode recordings (MER)
to help identify the target location for electrode implantation. We present an automated method for optimally fitting
a 3-dimensional brain atlas to intraoperative MER and predicting a target DBS electrode location in stereotactic coordinates for the patient. Methods: We retrospectively fit a 3dimensional brain atlas to MER points from 10 DBS surgeries
targeting the subthalamic nucleus (STN). We used a constrained optimization algorithm to maximize the MER points
correctly fitted (i.e., contained) within the appropriate atlas
nuclei. We compared our optimization approach to conventional anterior commissure-posterior commissure (AC/PC)
scaling, and to manual fits performed by four experts. A theoretical DBS electrode target location in the dorsal STN was
customized to each patient as part of the fitting process and
compared to the location of the clinically defined therapeutic stimulation contact. Results: The human expert and computer optimization fits achieved significantly better fits than
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the AC/PC scaling (80, 81, and 41% of correctly fitted MER,
respectively). However, the optimization fits were performed
in less time than the expert fits and converged to a single
solution for each patient, eliminating interexpert variance.
Conclusions and Significance: DBS therapeutic outcomes
are directly related to electrode implantation accuracy. Our
automated fitting techniques may aid in the surgical decision-making process by optimally integrating brain atlas
and intraoperative neurophysiological data to provide a visual guide for target identification.
Copyright © 2009 S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a surgical intervention that uses electrical stimulation to treat the symptoms
of medically refractory neurological disorders such as
Parkinson’s disease (PD) [1–4]. The surgical strategy for
DBS varies among centers [1, 5, 6], but generally involves
the integration of multiple data types. These can include
various imaging modalities, intraoperative electrophysiological mapping [i.e., x, y, and z microelectrode recording (MER) coordinate points] [5–9], and standardized
anatomical atlases [10] to define the DBS electrode trajectory and target implantation location [1, 3].
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Table 1. Fit comparison
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Optimization

AC/PC scaling

Percentage of thalamic (THA) and subthalamic (STN) MER points correctly (C) and incorrectly (I) fitted by the brain atlas, along
with fitting error (FE) and fitting time (t) for the expert-defined, optimization, and conventional AC/PC scaling methods.

A fundamental purpose of MER is to verify the stereotactic location of the target brain region for electrode implantation. A neurophysiologist records neural activity as
a microelectrode is advanced through stereotactic brain
space and identifies specific nuclei based on the properties of the neural signals recorded [3, 5–7, 11–13]. While
not performed at all DBS centers, this verification process
can help alleviate two limitations. First, the surgical target
cannot always be directly identified on preoperative imaging data [14]. Second, the intracranial pressure changes
once the burr hole is drilled, resulting in a possible shift
of the subcortical structures, thereby altering the position
of the target point in stereotactic space [15–17].
Brain atlases are commonly employed to assist in the
definition of the initial target point and interpret the
MER [10]. However, standard 2-dimensional atlas planes
seldom correspond to the oblique trajectories used, which
along with the limited resolution and discontinuity of the
atlas slices may delay the atlas-to-MER fitting process
and/or increase the number of subsequent electrode
tracks required to define the optimal implantation location [18, 19]. Thus, DBS surgical navigation systems that
better integrate the various data sets used in electrode
implantation are currently under development [6, 7, 14,
19, 20]. Additionally, 3-dimensional atlases have been
created by interpolating between 2-dimensional slices
[14, 21] or by generating maps that show the functional
borders of target nuclei [6, 7, 14, 20, 22]. However, commercial surgical navigation systems do not currently provide an option to refit the brain atlas to the MER after it
230
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has been fitted to the preoperative imaging data, or entail
a manual refitting, which requires precious time in the
operating room and may be inconsistent across users. To
address these limitations, we present a method that automatically fits a 3-dimensional brain atlas to patient-specific intraoperative MER using our academic DBS research software system, Cicerone [19].

Methods
Subject Population
Ten subthalamic nucleus (STN) DBS patients were retrospectively selected from a database of patients who had undergone
surgery at the Cleveland Clinic. Unilateral implantation of a DBS
electrode (Model 3387 or 3389, Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis,
Minn., USA) was performed on the left side of the brain in 4 patients (patients 1, 4–6; table 1) and on the right side of the brain
in 6 patients (patients 2, 3, 7–10). Each patient had idiopathic PD
that responded to dopamine replacement therapy; however, the
patients exhibited a wide spectrum of therapeutic DBS outcomes
(see Maks et al. [23] for additional documentation on these 10 patients). This diverse patient population was selected to provide a
realistic representation of the variability encountered with STN
DBS for PD. This study was approved by the Cleveland Clinic Institutional Review Board.
Microelectrode Recordings
The technical aspects of MER acquisition are presented elsewhere [5]. Briefly, MER were performed with platinum-iridium
microelectrodes (FHC Inc., Bowdoinham, Me., USA) that exhibited typical impedances in the range of 0.3–0.6 M. Electrodes
were inserted using a microTargeting쏐 microdrive (FHC Inc.) attached to a stereotactic frame (Leksell model G, Elekta Corp.,
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Fig. 1. Graphical user interface. a Stereotactic frame and AC/PC
definition based on the patient’s preoperative MRI. b–d Manual

brain atlas fitting interface as seen by each of the human experts.
b Control panel for manipulation of the brain atlas to fit the MER
points. c Three-dimensional rendering of the atlas nuclei and all
of the MER points (left side of the brain, patient 1). Thalamic MER
points (yellow in the online version), STN MER points (green in

V

V

the online version), and substantia nigra (SN) MER points (red in
the online version). The AC, PC, and mid-commissural point
(MCP) are also shown. d Two-dimensional oblique sagittal and
oblique coronal views parallel to the microelectrode trajectory for
the data shown in c. Only MER points in the given plane are
shown.

Stockholm, Sweden). An initial MER track was directed towards
an MR image-based target. If the neural recordings in this penetration did not suggest an optimal location (e.g. less than 5 mm
thickness, no somatosensory driving, low-threshold microstimulation effects suggesting proximity to internal capsule or central
track of oculomotor nerve), then additional penetrations were required to refine the target location. This patient population received an average of 4.8 8 1.3 microelectrode tracks oriented
with ring angles of 62.8 8 6.8° and arc angles of 8.5 8 2.6 or 15.4
8 2.8° from the vertical for left and right implants, respectively.
Tracks had an average of 22 8 12 clinically recorded MER sites.
Each MER site (fig. 1c, d) was analyzed and classified intraoperatively by one of three experienced neurophysiologists (J.L.V., S.
E.C., B.L.W.) using standard criteria [5, 8].

Brain Atlas
The 3-dimensional brain atlas used in this study was originally developed by Surgical Navigation Technologies (Medtronic
Inc.) and Jaimie Henderson (Stanford University, Palo Alto, Calif., USA). Additional details on the origin of the brain atlas can
be found in the methods of Butson et al. [24]. Briefly, 3-dimensional surfaces representing visible subcortical nuclei (e.g. thalamus) were segmented from a high-resolution MRI. These surfaces were then aligned with 2-dimensional Schaltenbrand and
Wahren slices [10] to define outlines of nonvisible nuclei (e.g.
STN) and lofted to create the additional 3-dimensional surfaces.
For the purposes of this study, we used atlas representations of the
thalamus and STN (fig. 2).
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mum of 15 min to perform the fit of each patient using the same
transformation ranges available to the optimization algorithm.
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Fig. 2. The brain atlas is a collection of nuclei, where each nucleus
is formed by a 3-dimensional polygonal surface (wireframe). Anterior view of the left thalamus (light gray) and STN (dark gray)
is shown.

Traditional Brain Atlas Fits
We fit the brain atlas to each patient using anterior commissure-posterior commissure (AC/PC) scaling and human expertdefined fits. Each patient data set (imaging data and MER points)
was registered into stereotactic space using fiducial markers [19]
to obtain an explicit definition of the coordinates of the AC, PC,
and each MER site in a rigid coordinate system (fig. 1). For the
AC/PC scaling, the brain atlas was seeded into stereotactic space
by orienting it to the midline and scaling it along the anteroposterior axis such that the atlas AC/PC line matched that of each
patient. Manual fits of the 3-dimensional brain atlas to the MER
points were performed by four experienced human experts (J.L.V.,
S.E.C., B.L.W., C.C.M.). A custom software application (derived
from Cicerone [19]) was developed to enable the human users to
interactively fit the brain atlas to the MER points. This application presented the expert users with three interactive views of the
MER points and brain atlas. The first view was a 3-dimensional
rendering of the atlas nuclei and all of the MER points (fig. 1c).
The second and third views, respectively, were 2-dimensional 1mm-thick oblique sagittal and oblique coronal views parallel to
the actual microelectrode trajectory (fig. 1d). These views showed
only MER points on that oblique plane. The users could manipulate the fit of the brain atlas to the MER points via a control panel (fig. 1b), and could interactively move through different slices
in various planes to view the data in a more traditional 2-dimensional format. The viewing windows interactively showed the
transformed brain atlas as the user translated, scaled, and rotated
the brain atlas (9 degrees of freedom). The human experts spent
time familiarizing themselves with the controls of the software
using data from a practice patient prior to this study. Once the
users were comfortable with the task, they were allowed a maxi-
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Optimized Brain Atlas Fit
The goal of the optimization algorithm was to define a set of
linear transformations that maximized the number of neurophysiologically identified MER sites inside their respective atlasdefined nuclei (i.e., thalamus and STN) and minimized inclusion
of MER points from other areas of the brain (e.g. substantia nigra,
zona incerta). Additionally, the optimization algorithm minimized the overall euclidean distance between the surfaces of the
atlas nuclei and their corresponding MER points not contained
by the atlas. The original anatomical relationships between atlas
nuclei were maintained throughout the fit process (i.e., nuclei
were scaled, translated and rotated together, not independently).
The optimal location of the brain atlas with respect to the
MER was found by minimizing a cost function (see Appendix)
that depended on the current set of bounded linear transformations [25]. The cost function was defined by two terms: (1) the
weighted sum of the squared minimum euclidean distances between neurophysiologically identified MER points and the surfaces of their corresponding nuclei (fig. 3), and (2) the weighted
sum of MER points incorrectly fit by the atlas. The MER-to-atlas
euclidean distances were defined as zero when MER points were
contained within their corresponding nuclei. The terms in the
cost function were weighted according to their specific nucleus.
Larger weights for the STN (WSTN = 20) were used to assign a
higher priority to fitting the STN over other nuclei (W THA = 2).
The cost function was calculated for different sets of transformations obtained by the optimization algorithm over a transformation space defined by a maximum rotation of 810°, a maximum
translation of 810 mm, and a maximum scaling of 820% for
each axis from the initial condition. These bounds allow for a
large degree of interpatient variability without creating an excessively large search space for the solution.
DBS Target Electrode Location
We determined a target location for the active DBS electrode
contact with respect to the atlas STN. This target, selected only as
an illustrative example, was defined 2 mm dorsal to the geometric
centroid of the STN in the original brain atlas geometry (fig. 4).
This region has been previously identified as a general target location for therapeutic DBS in PD [12, 23, 26–28], and could be suggested as an ideal location to place contact 2 of the clinical DBS
electrode.
The stereotactic location of this theoretical target point was
transformed for each patient as the brain atlas was fit to their
MER data. We then compared the location of the transformed
target point to the stereotactic coordinates of the monopolar DBS
electrode contact used for therapeutic stimulation in each patient
(i.e., active contact). The therapeutic contact was determined by
traditional postoperative clinical programming and the actual
stereotactic location of the DBS electrode was confirmed by
coregistration of the postoperative CT into stereotactic space prior to this study [23].
Fit Evaluation
We evaluated each of the three fitting techniques (AC/PC scaling, human expert, and optimization algorithm) by comparing
five metrics: (1) the percentage of MER points correctly contained
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of an STN MER site and its clos-

est polygon on the surface of the atlas STN. The plane of the polygon given by the three vertices (V1, V2, and V3) separates the inside and outside of the nucleus with respect to the MER site. In

this example, the MER site is outside the nucleus because the angle between the vector normal (N) to the surface polygon, and the
distance vector (d) defined by the MER site and the polygon centroid (C) is greater than 90°.

(i.e., fit) within their respective nuclei, (2) the percentage of MER
points incorrectly contained within any nuclei, (3) the summed
distance of unfitted MER points to their corresponding nuclei
surfaces (fitting error), (4) the fitting time, and (5) euclidean distance from the active DBS electrode contact to the atlas-defined
target electrode location. The percentage of MER points correctly and incorrectly contained by the atlas quantified the goodness
of fit for each method. The fitting error discriminated between
fits for which the atlases contained the same percentage of MER
points but for which different transformations were used. We performed one-way ANOVA using Origin 7.5 (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, Mass., USA) to determine statistical significance.
Sensitivity Analysis
We performed a sensitivity analysis to address the effects of
changing the STN weights from 1 to 20 times the weight associated with the thalamus. Additionally, we evaluated the ability of
the brain atlas fit to accommodate all of the MER points acquired
in a patient, while incrementally adding individual tracks to the
optimization algorithm. This evaluation was performed from one
up to the maximum number of tracks recorded for each patient
(i.e., up to six tracks) in the order in which these tracks were acquired clinically.

1mm
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P

Fig. 4. Theoretical DBS electrode target (dark dot) in the dorsal
STN. a Coronal view. b Sagittal view. The arrows show the dor-

solateral (D-L) and dorsoposterior (D-P) directions.

The fitting error (i.e., atlas-to-MER summed distance)
was significantly smaller for the optimization method (10
8 10 mm) than for the human expert (35 8 22 mm, p !
0.005) and AC/PC scaling (183 8 124 mm, p ! 0.001)

methods (fig. 5d). The human expert and optimization
fits resulted in a brain atlas that correctly fit an average
of 80 8 10 and 81 8 9% of the MER points, respectively
(fig. 5b), while AC/PC scaling only fit 42 8 22% (table 1).
The percentage of MER points correctly fit by AC/PC
scaling was significantly smaller (p ! 0.001) than the human expert and optimization fits. The correctly fit MER
points for the optimized and human expert fits were not
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Fig. 5. Fit comparison. a Visualization of the metrics used to determine goodness of fit. The ovals show thalamic and STN MER
points correctly fit by the atlas. The circle shows an MER point
from the substantia nigra that was incorrectly fitted in the atlas
STN. The white arrows represent the euclidean distance from
MER points not fitted by the atlas to the closest polygonal centroid
on the surface of their corresponding atlas nucleus. b Percentage
of MER points correctly fitted by the atlas. c Percentage of MER
points incorrectly fitted by the atlas. d Summed distance (fitting

error). e Fitting time (AC/PC scaling was the start point for our
analysis and thus not timed). f Distance from the clinically defined active electrode contact to the theoretical target location
after the atlas was fitted with each method. b–f The boxes contain
the middle 50% of the data for each metric. The upper and lower
edges of the boxes indicate the 75th and 25th percentile of the corresponding data set while the line in the box indicates the median
value of the data. The ends of the vertical lines indicate the minimum and maximum data values for each metric.

statistically different (p = 0.7). The human expert and
optimization fits differed only in the percentages of MER
points incorrectly fit (fig. 5c). The percentages of MER
points incorrectly fit by the human expert (0.5%) fittings
were significantly smaller than those of the optimization
(2.2%, p ! 0.04) and AC/PC fittings (3.5%, p ! 0.005).
There were no significant differences between the optimized and AC/PC fittings with respect to incorrectly fit
MER points (p = 0.3).
The human expert and optimization fits were effectively equivalent from a qualitative perspective (i.e., both
fits captured the electrophysiology of the patients in a
comparable way). However, the optimization fits were

achieved in 0.4 8 0.4 min on a 1.32-GHz Lenovo laptop
computer with 2 GB of RAM (Lenovo, Morrisville, N.C.,
USA) running Windows XP (Microsoft Co., Redmond,
Wash., USA), while the human experts used 8.6 8 1.8
min to achieve their fits (fig. 5e). The optimization algorithm always generated the same fit for a specific data set
(i.e., MER points), indicating a unique solution given the
parameters of the algorithm. In contrast, the human expert fits exhibited a noticeable degree of variability in
their fits for the same data (fig. 6).
The average distance from the atlas-based target to the
location of the active electrode contact for the human expert, optimization, and AC/PC fitting methods were 1.9
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Fig. 6. Fit comparison. Oblique sagittal
views of a single patient’s left side atlas fittings to the MER points for the AC/PC
scaling method (a), optimization-based
fitting (b), and expert-defined fittings
(c–f). The atlas-defined volumes of the
thalamus and STN are shown in light grey
(yellow) and grey (green), respectively (see
online version). Electrophysiologically
identified MER points in the thalamus and
STN are shown using the colors of their
corresponding nuclei. Substantia nigra
MER points are shown in dark grey (red,
see online version).
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8 0.8, 1.9 8 0.7, and 3.8 8 0.9 mm, respectively (table 2;
fig. 5f). The distance from the target with the AC/PC fit
to the clinically defined therapeutic contact was significantly larger (p ! 0.01) than the distance generated by the
other two fitting methods.
Increasing the optimization weight associated with
fitting STN MER points in the STN increased the percentage of correctly fit STN MER by an average of 8%
while decreasing the percentage of correctly fit thalamic MER by 7%. However, STN weights larger than 10

times the thalamus weights did not improve the percentage of correctly fit STN MER any further (i.e., it
reached a plateau). The percentages of incorrectly fit
MER, and the overall summed distance were not significantly affected by the weights across the ranges evaluated (p 1 0.05).
The optimization algorithm required a minimum of
two tracks of useful MER information to provide an appropriate fit (e.g. more than 61% of all MER points acquired in the patient were correctly fit with less than
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Fig. 7. Influence of the number of tracks on the fit. The optimiza-

tion algorithm was incrementally given MER points from tracks
in the order they were collected in the operating room. After the
addition of each track, the brain atlas fit to all of the MER points
collected for that patient was evaluated. a Percentage of all STN
and thalamic MER points contained within their respective nuclei. b Summed euclidean distance from all STN and thalamic
points not in their respective nuclei. c Displacement distance
from each incremental target location prediction to the target location defined by the fit with all tracks.

1.8% of MER incorrectly fit). With three tracks, the mean
percentage of MER fit correctly increased to over 70%
without increasing the percentage of incorrectly fit MER
(1.5%). Although the fits obtained with our optimization
algorithm depended on the number of microelectrode
tracks, incorporating more than three MER tracks did
not have a significant effect in the percentages of MER
correctly/incorrectly fit (p 1 0.1), or the summed distance of MER points outside of their respective nuclei
(fig. 7).
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Discussion

Precise placement of DBS electrodes can facilitate
maximal therapeutic outcomes with minimal side effects
[13, 29]. As such, DBS surgical targeting continues to
evolve and become more precise with new advances in
imaging, neurophysiology, and brain atlas technology.
This proof of principle study presents a technique to automate the alignment of a generic 3-dimensional brain
atlas to intraoperative MER, and thereby assist in the definition of a stereotactic target location for implantation
of the DBS electrode.
Luján /Noecker /Butson /Cooper /Walter /
Vitek /McIntyre

Table 2. Geometric distance between the therapeutic stimulation

Recent advances in MRI make it possible to directly
define target locations by direct visualization of nuclei
such as the STN [30]. However, contrast and resolution
limitations in mainstream MR scanners deter many from
only using imaging data to make DBS implantation decisions [6, 7, 12, 14]. As such, current techniques for electrode placement typically require indirect probabilistic
targeting [1, 14, 22, 31, 32]. Furthermore, the large anatomical variability across patients provides motivation
for the use of additional techniques that characterize the
topography within the nucleus [5] and refine the implant
location for the DBS electrode [3, 15].
One traditional technique for integrating the multiple
data sets used in DBS surgery is the manual overlay of 2dimensional brain atlas slices that approximate specific
regions of the brain onto graphs of MER points [5, 31, 33].
However, this process can be taxing given that the patient’s MR images, brain atlas, and MER points are typically not coplanar, or are not available in a common visualization platform. Thus, strict adherence to the stereotactic coordinate system is typically lost, thereby limiting
accuracy of the data analysis and target predictions. This
study provides an example of how multiple data sets can
be used together within the same stereotactic coordinate
system.
Our results showed significantly larger distances between therapeutic electrode contacts and theoretical targets predicted by the conventional AC/PC method compared to the human expert and optimization fitting
methods. Previous studies have proposed that there are
no additional benefits from using sophisticated computer

systems and high-field MRI for DBS target identification
when compared to traditional indirect AC/PC-based
methods [34]. In contrast, our results suggest that AC/
PC-based target identification does not adequately account for the substantial variability in patient brain geometry [30].
In general, brain atlases are associated with numerous limitations. Commonly used atlases are constructed
from a single brain that may not be representative of the
broader patient population or disease state. In addition,
even after an atlas is fit to a patient’s brain the atlas may
be misleading to the true anatomy of the patient. We restricted our atlas fits to the use of linear transformations
(i.e., atlas is nondeformable) to maintain the original
anatomical relationships between brain nuclei. One advantage of this method is that it limits the degrees of
freedom and can be used with any 3-dimensional brain
atlas. However, advances in nonlinear brain atlas deformation algorithms could increase correctly fitted MER
percentages, and provide better adherence to the neuroanatomy visible in the MRI [14, 35]. It might also be useful to include additional constraints from image-based
landmarks and/or weighting schemes to account for
known locations of side effects identified by macro/
microstimulation to further improve the optimizationbased fit [3].
Our optimization algorithm performed as well as experienced human experts, but in less time and without
interexpert variability. Although the human expert fits
achieved similar percentages of correctly fitted MER, the
transformations required to position the brain atlas with
respect to each patient’s MER were significantly different
(p ! 0.05), particularly in three degrees of freedom: dorsoventral translation (tz), rotation about the dorsoventral
(vertical) axis, and scaling along the medial-lateral direction. Thus, while the strategies followed by individual experts may provide a similar overall outcome, small differences in the fitting process can add variance to the
analysis and determination of a target location. Larger
fitting error variance in the human expert fit (2 = 475
mm2) than in the optimization fit (2 = 106 mm2) suggests that the optimization algorithm provides more consistent fits.
Algorithms, similar to that presented in this study,
could be developed to suggest stereotactic trajectories for
MER that maximize the probability of gathering information to constrain the fit. Such an advance could reduce
the number of penetrations required for target identification. For example, after a single MER track the fit between a brain atlas and the MER points is relatively un-
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contact and the model-predicted location of the active therapeutic
contact for the expert-defined, optimized, and conventional AC/
PC methods
Patient
No.

Expert-defined
model, mm

Optimization
model, mm

AC/PC scaling
model, mm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.8
1.7
1.4
3.5
1.2
2.9
2.0
1.5
2.6
1.5

1.7
2.7
1.1
3.1
1.5
2.1
0.7
2.4
2.5
1.2

3.8
4.0
4.7
3.0
3.5
3.2
2.5
4.2
3.1
5.7
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constrained (fig. 7); however, acquisition of data along
specific trajectories can substantially limit the possible
permutations of the brain atlas to fit the data. Computational assistance in subsequent track selection could offer
a degree of standardization that might benefit less experienced users by improving consistency across procedures and maximizing the amount of information gained
by each track.
Human interpretation remains the gold standard for
neurophysiological identification of MER points and nuclei borders. However, the fitting performance and speed
of the optimization algorithm create a realistic opportunity for its clinical use during DBS surgeries. The basic
goal would be to assist human experts in their decisionmaking process. Although traditional (manual) atlas fitting techniques can be performed while the microelectrode is being retracted and readied for the next track, fast
automated atlas fits (which can be updated as each new
MER point is acquired) allow the surgical team to dedicate more time to critical decision-making instead of
manual atlas fits.
The results of this study support the concept that computational refinement of DBS target locations based on
3-dimensional brain atlases and MER can assist electrode placement. The atlas fitting and targeting method
presented here, coupled with advanced DBS surgical navigation software tools [6, 7, 19, 20, 27], should improve the
management of data and allow for selection of an optimal
DBS electrode location in a reduced amount of time. As
DBS applications and target sites continue to expand, 3dimensional renderings of atlases and trajectories may
improve opportunities to optimize the stimulation of targeted brain regions with novel electrode placement strategies.
Appendix
The 3-dimensional brain atlas (fig. 2) was linearly transformed
to fit the patient-specific MER (fig. 1) using an optimal set of
linear transformations. These linear transformations were defined with the set of rotations , , and  (about the x, y, and z
axes, respectively), translations (t x, ty and t z), and scaling (sx, sy,
and sz) of the three independent axes (fig. 8) with respect to the
mid-commissural point (MCP in fig. 1c). The 3-dimensional
transformations were applied to the brain atlas as a series of matrix multiplications of the form Aⴕ = STA, where A and Aⴕ are 4xn
matrices (containing the affine coordinates of n vertices forming
the atlas surfaces) representing the original and transformed atlases, respectively; T represents the affine transformation matrix
that includes rotations (applied sequentially about the y, x, and z
axes) and translations, and S represents the scaling matrix transform.
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The optimal set of linear transformations was obtained by
minimizing a cost function (eq. 1). The first term inside the sum
calculates the weighted squared sum of the minimum euclidean
distances (eq. 2) between the neurophysiologically identified
MER points and the surface of their corresponding atlas nuclei.
The second term calculates and weights the number of MER incorrectly fit by any nuclei (eq. 3).

f u   Wi g i u

2

Vihi u ,

(1)

i

g i u   dI ij ,

(2)

j

hi u   Llj ,

(3)

l

where u corresponds to the set of transformations, which allowed
a maximum translation and rotation of 10 mm and 10°, respectively, in each direction, and a maximum scaling of 820% along
each axis; i and l are nuclei indices describing the nucleus type
(e.g. STN = 1, thalamus = 2), and j is a unique index to each MER
point; W and V are weights that allow us to prioritize the fit of
different nuclei; Iij and Llj are boolean operators used to penalize
the cost function for missed MER points (i.e., MER point outside
its corresponding nucleus) and MER fitted within an incorrect
nucleus. For this study, the STN weights (W1, V1) were set to 20
and the weights of the thalamus (W2 , V2) were set to 2.
To estimate the cost function for each transformation set, we
first determined if the MER points were contained within their
corresponding atlas nuclei. To do so, we found the polygon on the
nucleus surface with the smallest euclidean distance (eq. 4) between the centroid of the polygon and its corresponding (i.e., of
the same type) MER points (fig. 8). We then calculated, for this
polygon, the angle (eq. 5) between the vector formed from the
MER point to the centroid of the polygon (eq. 4) and the vector
normal to the polygon.
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Fig. 8. x, y, and z axes with the mid-commissural point as the

origin. Also shown are the corresponding anterior-posterior (AP), left-right (L-R), and dorso-ventral (D-V) directions. , , and
 are the angles of rotation for the x, y, and z axes, respectively.

If the angle between these two vectors was smaller than or equal
to 90°, the MER was contained within the nucleus and did not
contribute to the fit error (i.e., atlas-to-MER summed distance)
(eq. 2; by setting Iij = 0). On the other hand, if this angle (eq. 5)
was larger than 90°, the MER was outside its nucleus and its distance to the nucleus surface (eq. 4) was added to the cost function
(setting Iij = 1).

Alternatively, atlas transformations that resulted in nuclei
containing MER points of a type other than their own (i.e., STN
MER points contained within the thalamus) resulted in penalties
to the cost function. This time, the cost function for this atlas
transformation was increased by a factor of Vi (by setting Llj = 1)
if the MER was contained within nucleus (i.e., angle ^90°). The
cost function was not penalized (Llj = 0) if the MER was outside
the nucleus (i.e., angle 190°).
The optimization algorithm was implemented using the Matlab쏐 Optimization Toolbox’s fmincon function (The MathWorks
Inc., Natick, Mass., USA), which finds a local minimum of a constrained nonlinear multivariable function using sequential quadratic programming. Details on sequential quadratic programming can be found in the literature [36–39]. The optimization was
initialized by using the conventional AC/PC fit for each patient.
Optimization was performed for a maximum of 1,000 iterations
and 3,500 function evaluations, with a constraint tolerance of 0.1,
an objective function optimality tolerance of 0.1 and a transformation parameter tolerance of 0.01. The parameter search direction (given by the second derivative of the cost function, also
known as hessian [40]) was updated according to the steepest descent method [25]. All other optimization parameters were set to
their default fmincon values.
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